Definition, capabilities and components of a terrestrial carbon monitoring system
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Research efforts for effectively and consistently monitoring terrestrial carbon are increasing in number. As such, there is a need to define carbon monitoring and how it relates to carbon cycle science and carbon management. There is also a need to identify capabilities of a carbon monitoring system and the system components needed to develop the capabilities. Capabilities that enable the effective application of a carbon monitoring system for monitoring and management purposes may include: reconciling carbon stocks and fluxes, developing consistency across spatial and temporal scales, tracking horizontal movement of carbon, attribution of emissions to originating sources, cross-sectoral accounting, uncertainty quantification, redundancy and policy relevance. Focused research is needed to integrate these capabilities for sustained estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes. Additionally, if monitoring is intended to inform management decisions, management priorities should be considered prior to development of a monitoring system.

The term carbon monitoring has been used to define a broad array of methods, projects and programs across many scales and disciplines. Use of the term has increased over the past decade as the diversity of disciplines and communities working on climate issues broaden. Consensus on the definition and capabilities of a carbon monitoring system (CMS) is not well established, thereby potentially impeding its development.

The objectives of this paper are to provide clarification on, and insight into, the following questions: what is carbon monitoring? What capabilities should be included in a CMS? What system components are needed to meet the proposed capabilities? It is our expectation that by discussing these questions we can help contribute to the development of a comprehensive CMS and increase the successful application of such a system. We begin by defining carbon cycle science, carbon monitoring and carbon management. We then discuss capabilities that are likely needed from a CMS and components of a CMS that are needed to build the capabilities. Our discussion of capabilities and components is focused on terrestrial ecosystems, although we acknowledge that riverine and oceanic carbon monitoring will play a key role in any CMS.

Carbon cycle science, monitoring & management

Many programs and projects currently exist to conduct research on carbon cycling, carbon monitoring and carbon management. We define some of these research activities here and discuss the differences and commonalities among them in an effort to understand how they may be used together in the development of a CMS.

Carbon cycle science is the study of biogeochemical processes that influence flows of carbon through and among carbon reservoirs, including the terrestrial biosphere, atmosphere and oceans. Carbon flows include vertical fluxes, measured as a mass or volume of CO2 per unit area and per unit time, and horizontal displacement of carbon including the import and export of commodities and the transport of carbon...
through hydrologic systems. The amount of carbon in a reservoir, commonly referred to as a carbon stock, includes carbon stored in biomass, soils, oceans, forest products or other physical entities. Terrestrial carbon cycle science has largely focused on how carbon stocks and fluxes may change with changes in climate (e.g., temperature and precipitation) and land management (e.g., agriculture, production forestry and land-use change). Studying these changes is performed through a combination of observation and process-based modeling. Experiments such as the US Department of Energy’s (DOE’s) Free-Air CO₂ Enrichment and the Next Generation Ecosystem Experiment help to quantify changes in carbon stocks and fluxes by improving our understanding of the impact of climate-related factors on plant physiology and ecosystem function [101]. The US Department of Agriculture established the GRACENET program to quantify effects of agricultural management on CO₂ and other GHG emissions [1]. Individual and networked field experiments of this nature improve our understanding of carbon dynamics, but they are not intended to provide consistent and sustained estimates of carbon dynamics over large spatial extents.

Carbon monitoring is intended to provide sustained estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes over large spatial extents. Carbon monitoring of some terrestrial stocks and fluxes already occurs, and may include national and global inventories [102–104], global and regional atmospheric inversions [2,3], soil mapping [4] and process-based ecosystem modeling [5]. However, no comprehensive CMS currently exists that estimates natural and anthropogenic carbon stocks and fluxes consistently across ecosystems and economic sectors, while doing so in a sustained manner. The absence of a CMS limits science and policy communities in their ability to regularly assess past and current carbon stocks and fluxes, and also limits their ability to estimate future fluxes based on projected changes in land use and energy production. Research programs and efforts for transitioning to a sustained delivery of policy-relevant, applied science datasets are needed to bring about such a system. A CMS research program was recently initiated by the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration to characterize, quantify and predict global carbon sources and sinks, while also establishing the accuracy, quantitative uncertainties, and utility for supporting national and international policy, regulatory and management activities [105]. Other multiagency and international programs focus on the compilation and development of carbon stock and flux estimates, such as the Global Carbon Project [6], Regional Carbon Cycle Assessment and Process [7], GEOCARBON [106] and the National Climate Assessment [8]. However, the focus of some of these programs is on the synthesis of existing data, and not on fundamental research to develop a functional CMS. In programs where CMS research is the focus, there remains an opportunity to define the ultimate capabilities and components of a CMS.

Carbon management refers to human activities used to alter baseline carbon stocks and fluxes. Carbon stocks and fluxes are affected by, for example, land-cover change, land management, fossil fuel production and combustion, or geoengineering of the carbon cycle. Management of carbon requires the ability to track and quantify carbon throughout human-dominated systems (e.g., impacts of climate on forest production, demand for forest products, and use and lifetime of forest products). Assessing these interactions requires the ability to simulate indirect or tangential impacts on carbon sources and sinks due to carbon-management activities. In effect, monitoring for management purposes will require more system components, and a more thorough mechanistic understanding of these components, than monitoring for the sole objective of quantifying carbon stocks and fluxes [9].

In summary, carbon cycle science provides the understanding of carbon dynamics needed to develop a CMS. Carbon monitoring can provide the system needed to regularly generate carbon stock and flux estimates, and to help inform carbon-management strategies. For example, the ongoing North American Carbon Program [10] has recently conducted analyses comparing forward models, inventory estimates and atmospheric estimates to better understand, constrain and estimate carbon stocks and fluxes [5,11] [Ogge SM, Davis K, Lauvaux T et al. Verifying greenhouse gas emissions inventories with atmospheric CO₂ measurement data: Submitted]. A more advanced CMS would generate
carbon trends on a regular basis, identify and develop the datasets and models needed for these estimates, and ensure relevancy of the system to societal carbon-related issues including carbon management. Identifying a suite of capabilities needed from a CMS is the first step in development.

**Capabilities of a CMS**
Identification of needed capabilities for a CMS will likely be an ongoing process; however, some capabilities can be identified now. These capabilities represent system functions that are needed to obtain consistent carbon stock and flux estimates on a regular basis, and that can be used to inform decision-makers regarding carbon management or policy-related activities. We propose here that these capabilities may include, but are not limited to, reconciling carbon stocks and fluxes, developing consistency across scales, quantifying movement and transport of carbon, attributing carbon emissions and sinks to respective sources, cross-sectoral accounting, uncertainty quantification, redundancy in estimates and policy relevance. These capabilities are explained below.

- **Reconciling carbon stocks & fluxes**
  Estimation of terrestrial carbon stocks and fluxes is a key CMS capability. Estimation can be conducted using bottom-up and top-down methods. **Bottom-up estimation methods** may include inventory-based modeling [11,12] Ogle SM, Davis K, Lauvaux T et al. Verifying greenhouse gas emissions inventories with atmospheric CO₂ measurement data; Submitted], upscaling of eddy covariance measurements [13,14], remote sensing applications [15] and process-based modeling [5]. **Top-down estimation methods** may include atmospheric concentration measurements and inversion modeling systems [2,3,16,17]. Some of these methods estimate fluxes, while other methods estimate stocks and changes in stocks. Quantification of stocks provides an estimate of what is currently sequestered in the terrestrial biosphere. Changes in stocks can be used to estimate fluxes or net emissions to the atmosphere, and such methods are predominantly employed by inventory-based models. In most cases, estimating net emissions of carbon to the atmosphere is the ultimate goal, and net emissions are what many countries currently report under the UNFCCC [18]. However, changes in regional carbon stocks do not always equate to the true net flux. For example, changes in forest stocks need to consider carbon stored in forest products in order to accurately estimate flux within a given region [19,20]. Similarly, agricultural flux estimates must consider the harvest and release of carbon over space [12]. The time over which stocks change also influences the flux estimate. In the case of herbaceous annual crops, biomass is often considered to result in zero net emissions over a 1-year time period [18]. However, it is not handled consistently across national inventories or model disciplines. For example, the US inventory considers herbaceous biomass to result in net zero annual emissions, while the UK inventory assigns a stock value to annual herbaceous crops.

**Maintaining consistency across scales**
Different methods of observing and estimating carbon dynamics often result in estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes at different spatial and temporal scales. Each of these scales serve a purpose and address a research objective in the science domain. Coarse-scale estimates capture aggregated fluxes over large regions that, in theory, capture all carbon sources and sinks within the region. Higher resolution estimates often attempt to capture individual sources and sinks (e.g., forest stands, crop fields and power plants). Problems arise when higher resolution land management models use, for example, 30-m resolution satellite-derived land cover data, while global carbon-climate models use 0.5° resolution land-cover data, resulting in significant differences in carbon estimation. Furthermore, integrated assessment models that are predicting future fluxes often utilize data in land areas based on geopolitical inventory data. Hence, three research disciplines are using three different baseline land cover areas.

If a CMS is built to monitor land cover over large regions, while maintaining capabilities to attribute emissions, consistency among land classes and emissions entities need to exist across scales. We are not suggesting that all models use the same input datasets, as this may not be possible due to model structure and computing limitations. We are, however, suggesting that inconsistencies in model input be understood and reconciled where possible [30]. Integrating different resolution land products at different scales of analysis...
may require a multi-scalar approach, or the upscaling of carbon stock measurements with the downscaling of geopolitical inventory data [31]. Throughout the multi-scalar approach, it will be essential that estimates of land area, carbon stocks and carbon fluxes are consistent across scales. In other words, estimates at higher resolutions should sum to equal estimates at coarser resolutions. At a minimum, higher resolution estimates should fit within the uncertainty range of coarser resolution estimates.

- **Tracking movement & transport of carbon**
  Horizontal displacement of carbon can occur as part of ecosystem processes or by direct human activity. Horizontal displacement resulting from ecosystem processes includes soil erosion [32] and riverine transport [33]. These processes are key to closing terrestrial carbon budgets. Horizontal displacement from direct human activity includes transport of forest and agricultural commodities that influence regional estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes [12,34]. Movement of carbon-containing commodities is driven by economic supply and demand, and quantification of commodity movement helps to understand how and why natural resources are being used and how they might be managed. Estimates of horizontal carbon displacement are also needed to understand carbon footprints, life cycle analyses, and carbon budgets of cities and geopolitical areas. Linking production of carbon-related commodities with end users of these commodities is important for evaluating mitigation options that are strongly influenced by supply chains. Movement of carbon can be estimated from economic activity, including national and international commodity trading, and by tracking the physical movement of biomass and commodities through the use of national and international transportation data.

- **Attribution**
  Attribution of carbon emissions to their source is a key CMS capability because it provides quantitative information on the causes of change in carbon stocks and fluxes. Emissions attribution can refer to the ability to differentiate biogenic emissions from fossil fuel (i.e., geogenic) emissions, anthropogenic emissions from natural emissions and direct anthropogenic emissions from indirect anthropogenic emissions. Attribution can also refer to the ability to identify emissions sources, thereby enabling the capacity to manage carbon at national, regional and local scales [35]. This may include the ability to quantify the contribution of forest harvesting to net global emissions, the contribution of the transportation sector to net emissions or the land-management practices responsible for changes in regional soil carbon stocks.

Monitoring at a scale that enables attribution may require the ability to classify land cover and land use at higher resolutions and also model carbon dynamics at higher resolutions [36,37]. Modeling carbon dynamics at global scales tends to be coarse and not particularly useful for attributing carbon sources or sinks to individual entities [38]. For example, one or two land classes that represent croplands do not enable detailed decisions on land management at a subnational scale, given that most countries have different land classes, different commodities and multiple options for managing commodities. Global-scale models are, however, important for estimating global carbon dynamics and climate feedbacks. By contrast, national-scale models often have higher resolution data that help attribute sources and sinks in a global context [39]. National-scale models tend to be more useful for informing policy decisions because of their ability to connect carbon stocks and flows to ground-based physical entities.

Modeling carbon dynamics of land cover and land management at higher resolutions often requires downscaling of national or regional level data regarding land management and production inputs. Downscaling of inventory data on forests, crops, livestock and human populations can be conducted using satellite-based land products to improve spatial representation while maintaining the accuracy of ground-based estimates [31,40]. Downscaling of inventory data enables the spatial integration of land use and management activities (e.g., harvest cycles and production inputs) with environmental factors (e.g., soil attributes and water availability) to improve estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes, while attributing carbon dynamics to respective land-management activities.

- **Cross-sectoral accounting**
  In current national [18] and international inventories [25], emissions are separated into categories such as industrial, agriculture, land-use change and forestry, and waste. This categorization is sufficient to obtain national emissions estimates by sector, but it does not allow for full GHG accounting. In other words, if land changes from forest to cropland, fertilizer production in the industrial sector is also impacted, as are decomposition of food in the waste sector, increased emissions from farm equipment in the transportation sector and release of soil carbon over time from cultivation. Such analyses, often referred to as full GHG accounting or life cycle analyses, are currently conducted on a project basis [41], but a systematic data-modeling framework to enable geospatial GHG accounting from local to continental scales does not currently exist. Data layers in a CMS that represent estimates and attribution of carbons...
stocks and fluxes would likely provide the infrastructure needed for cross-sectoral accounting.

- **Uncertainty**
  Estimating statistical uncertainty associated with estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes is needed so that decision-makers understand the level of confidence associated with estimates prior to establishing management strategies [42,43], and so that researchers can compare and integrate different methods of estimation to further develop a comprehensive CMS [11,44] [Ogle SM, Davis K, Lauvaux T et al. Verifying greenhouse gas emissions inventories with atmospheric CO$_2$ measurement data; Submitted]. Uncertainty has been estimated differently in carbon-related projects. Uncertainty has been estimated from the spread of results from multiple models, referred to as a multimodel ensemble; by applying probability density functions to model parameters and generating an estimate of uncertainty via error propagation; by comparison between two independent datasets (e.g., process-based model results vs flux tower estimates), similar to an empirical approach [45]; and expert opinion. These methods differ in whether they are estimating uncertainty in model structure, model driver data or model parameters. In many cases, uncertainty estimates are not provided with driver data, nor are uncertainty estimates provided with key model parameters. Data-compilation efforts could be initiated that would help develop uncertainty estimates for key model parameters. In addition to such efforts, a review of how uncertainty is handled within the different components of a CMS is needed, as is a concerted effort to establish consistent uncertainty quantification methods for application within a CMS.

- **Redundancy**
  Redundancy of stock and flux estimates is needed within a CMS to improve confidence and reduce uncertainty in the estimates, and to identify knowledge gaps and errors. An example of this would be fossil fuel emissions from the US DOE Energy Information Administration that are based on fuel production [46] versus emissions from the Vulcan model [47] that are based on fuel consumption. The two are relatively similar in their estimates, thereby providing confidence in the overall estimate, while the latter uses higher resolution capabilities for attribution and management.

  The North American Carbon Program has been focused on the reconciliation of top-down and bottom-up methods in order to improve final estimates and reduce uncertainty [11] [Ogle SM, Davis K, Lauvaux T et al. Verifying greenhouse gas emissions inventories with atmospheric CO$_2$ measurement data; Submitted]. Field measurements, inventory data, remote sensing methods and atmospheric inversion models can all provide redundancy in estimates. However, their integration for improving the final estimate can inhibit them from providing the necessary redundancy. A balance of integration and redundancy should be sought.

- **Policy relevance**
  There is a need for carbon management to reduce anthropogenic contributions to climate change and to sustainably meet the needs of a growing human population. In the absence of sound scientific information, carbon management may not be effective. It is therefore key to understand what information is needed and to use this understanding to inform development of a CMS [48]. Capabilities of a CMS that were previously discussed contribute to the scientific development of a CMS, but do not identify current management activities that might benefit from CMS information and data. Methods exist for identifying and prioritizing decision support needs, and these methods have been applied to carbon-climate research efforts and proven useful in guiding the development of future research [49]. A dedicated effort to guide the development of a CMS using similar methods may help ensure the use of carbon-monitoring data by the policy and management communities.

  While formal methods to identify policy and management needs, and to engage relevant stakeholders, are not employed here, there are some preliminary applications of a CMS that can be identified. A CMS can be used to analyze carbon-related policy and management issues, and these analyses may include:

  - Evaluating mitigation targets;
  - Trading carbon in carbon markets;
  - Measuring, reporting and verifying emissions associated with regional or global emissions agreements, such as the effort for REDD.

  Outside of carbon-related issues, there are numerous issues that require data and analyses related to biomass, energy use, food security and land management that could potentially be addressed using a CMS. These analyses may include:

  - Integrated management of land, water and energy;
  - Effectiveness of land and wildlife conservation programs;
  - Optimum land management for food, feed, fiber and biofuels;
  - Understanding and quantifying drivers of land-use change.
A CMS can be used for these latter analyses immediately and regardless of whether broader carbon policies and emissions targets are implemented.

Most policy-related issues require an understanding and quantification of future change. Estimating future activities that impact carbon emissions, along with future scenarios of carbon stocks and fluxes, often requires data on production costs, net profits, land rates and the ability to model economic dynamics, and land-use change. These modeling capabilities are often found in natural resource economic models [50,51] and integrated assessment models [52,53]. Development of a CMS with economic forecasting capabilities would help address many of the aforementioned policy and management needs. At a minimum, an understanding of the data needed by economic models prior to the development of a CMS would be advantageous for future integration and research applications. For example, a recent analysis

---

**Figure 1. Components of a carbon monitoring system capable of satisfying multiple objectives.** Represents emissions from fossil (geogenic) and biogenic sources, while attributing emissions to sources and tracking the use of carbon through production and consumption. Vertical fluxes and horizontal displacement of carbon are represented. Science-based methods of stock and flux estimation are filtered through existing carbon-accounting methods to ensure that the system is compatible with current national and international accounting methods or that follow previously agreed-upon guidelines. Integrated assessment can be used to estimate future changes in carbon stocks and fluxes. Squares represent sources and sinks of carbon; dashed arrows represent horizontal displacement of carbon. Circles represent methods of estimating stocks and fluxes; single arrows represent movement of data.
illustrated how integrated assessment models and life cycle analyses come to different conclusions regarding the rate of bioenergy deployment and subsequent impacts on net emissions [54]. This particular analysis suggests the need for a top-down and bottom-up modeling approach for bioenergy deployment, and this approach is very similar to what can be developed within a CMS [54].

Components & implementation of a CMS

After expected capabilities of a CMS are outlined, components need to be integrated in order to develop the capabilities. Integration of system components is perhaps the most challenging task in developing a CMS. High-level integration of system components is illustrated in Figure 1 to suggest what might be included in a CMS and how these components would function together. Components were chosen to meet aforementioned capabilities. Redundancy is built into the system and is fulfilled by two or more methods of carbon flux estimation. Methods are comprised of both bottom-up and top-down estimates. Bottom-up estimates serve to attribute emissions sources and sinks to the responsible entity. Summing emissions from entities (e.g., utilities, transportation, and so on) provides a net total estimate for individual economic sectors (e.g., fossil emissions). Combining these estimates with top-down estimates provides numbers for total stocks and fluxes over large regions. Cross-sectoral accounting can be conducted by developing links between emissions sources and sinks, including links between manufacturing, production and consumption (Figure 1). These links are analogous to a horizontal road network of carbon movement. Finally, policy relevance is identified and served by economic forecasting and integrated assessment modeling.

Executive summary

Carbon research terminology

- Defining carbon cycle science, carbon monitoring and carbon management is helpful to understand and communicate differences among these research areas.
- Carbon cycle science research tends to focus on understanding biogeochemical processes that influence carbon stocks and fluxes; carbon monitoring research focuses on how to develop consistent and sustained measurements of carbon stocks and fluxes, based on carbon cycle science; and carbon management focuses on understanding how human activities have influenced and will influence changes in carbon stocks and fluxes associated with management activities.

Carbon monitoring system capabilities

- Carbon monitoring system (CMS) capabilities define the functional requirements for monitoring carbon stocks and fluxes.
- CMS capabilities may include: reconciling carbon stocks and fluxes; developing consistency across spatial and temporal scales of estimation; tracking horizontal movement of carbon; attributing changes in carbon stocks and fluxes to specific activities or entities; cross-sectoral accounting for life cycle analyses and decision-making associated with carbon management strategies; estimates of uncertainty and inclusion of redundancy for increased confidence; and generating data output that is useful to stakeholders and for policy-related purposes.

Carbon monitoring system components

- System components that are needed to meet the defined capabilities of a CMS include numerous modeling, data and accounting components.
- Obvious components include top-down and bottom-up methods of estimating carbon stocks and fluxes. However, other components needed to satisfy agreed-upon CMS capabilities should be identified prior to CMS development. These may include a network or database capable of tracking the lateral movement of carbon, and the economic forecasting of activities that influence carbon stocks and fluxes.
and economic projections of future land use. Many of the components have been developed previously and independently of each other. A separate research focus on carbon monitoring is needed to integrate these components for sustained estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes. Once a CMS is developed, improvements in fundamental carbon cycle science can be integrated as they occur. By considering the capabilities and components discussed in this paper, and including them in the development of a CMS, carbon monitoring can improve estimates of carbon stocks and fluxes, provide sustained and consistent estimates, and help bridge the gap between carbon cycle science and carbon management.
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